Abstract. A cyclic fuzzy finite state machine is a fuzzy finite state machine which is generated by a state. In this paper, we study products of cyclic fuzzy finite state machine. We prove that two cyclic finite state machines are cyclic when the full direct product(or restricted direct product, or cascade product, or wreath product) of them is cyclic. However, products of two cyclic fuzzy finite state machines are not necessarily cyclic. We introduce the concept of strong cyclic fuzzy finite state machine, and prove that products(including full direct product, restricted direct product, cascade product and wreath product ) of two strong cyclic fuzzy finite state machines are strong cyclic.
Introduction
Wee [1] first proposed the mathematical formulation of a fuzzy automaton in 1967. Malik et al. [3] [4] [5] [6] introduced the concepts of fuzzy finite state automata, fuzzy transformation semigroup, covering, direct product, cascade product, wreath product and Cartesian composition. Almost achievements of fuzzy automata which are obtained by Malik et al. were written in [7] . On the basis of Malik et al. ' s results, fuzzy automata have been further researched [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Cyclic fuzzy finite state machine which was introduced firstly by Malik et al. [6] is a class of important fuzzy finite state machine. A primary submachine [7] of a fuzzy finite state machine is a special cyclic fuzzy finite state machine. It had been proved that every fuzzy finite state machine is an union of some primary submachines of it [7] . Malik et al. had also proved that the Cartesian composition of two fuzzy finite state machines is cyclic if and only if the two fuzzy finite state machines are cyclic [6] . In this paper, we study other products of cyclic fuzzy finite state machines.
Preliminaries
Definition 2.1 [5] A fuzzy finite state machine (ffsm) is a triple 1)(1)(1)(1)(1)  100122212012222222   {(,(,)(,)(,),)(,,)(,,) 
Hence 10
Mq =<> , i.e. 1 M is cyclic. Since (1)(1) 2022012222 (,,)(,,)(,,)0
Mp =<> , i.e. 2 M is cyclic. Remark3.3 12 
MM ω
is not necessarily cyclic when 1 M and 2 M are cyclic. MM o is strong cyclic.
Conclusion
In this paper, we obtain the following conclusions.
(1) we prove that 1 M and 2 M are cyclic when the full direct product(or restricted direct product, or cascade product, or wreath product) of 1 M and 2 M is cyclic. (2) we give counter examples to show that products of 1 M and 2 M are not cyclic when 1 M and 2
M
are cyclic. (3) By introducing the concept of strong cyclic fuzzy finite automata, we prove that products (full direct product, restricted direct product, cascade product and wreath product) of 1 M and 2 M are strong cyclic when 1 M and 2 M are strong cyclic.
